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ABSTRACT

The cloud feedback on the SST variability in the western equatorial Pacific in GOALS/ LASG model is studied in

this paper. Tw o versions of the model, one with the diagnostic cloud and another with the prescribed cloud, are used.

Both versions are integrated for 45 years. It is found that in the prescribed cloud run, the SST variability in the west

ern equatorial Pacific is mainly of interdecadal time scale and the interannual var iability is very weak. In the diagnostic

cloud run, however, the inter decadal SST var iability is depressed much and the interannual SST variability becomes

much significant.

T he mechanism for the feedback is then explored. The variability of sea surface temperature ( SST ) in the west

ern equatorial Pacific is found to be controlled mainly by the zonal wind anomaly, through the process of upwelling/

downwelling in both versions. T hen it is found that in the diagnostic cloud case, the negative feedback of the solar

short wave ( SW) flux acts significantly to balance the effect of upwelling/ downwelling in addition to the latent flux.

In addition, the variability of the SW flux is shown to be closely related to the variability of the middle and high cloud

covers. T herefore, the negative feedback of the SW surface flux may have significant contribution to the cloud feed

back on the SST variability.
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I. BACKGROUND

A global coupled ocean - atmosphere- land model ( GOALS/ LASG) has been estab

lished and developed in the LASG since 1994, w hich is composed of a nine- layer R15

AGCM and a 4o  5o twenty- layer global OGCM with a simple biosphere model included

( see Wu et al. , 1997 for its details) . The ocean and atmosphere models are coupled w ith the

monthly anomalies of heat flux and w ind st ress to reduce the impacts of systematic errors of

each component model on the coupled system, where the anomaly is def ined as the difference

between the one of coupled run and the one of uncoupled climatology ( Zhang et al. , 1992;

Yu and Zhang, 1997) . In that version of the model, the cloud covers are prescribed monthly

according to the climatology of Internat ional Satellite Cloud Climatology Project ( ISCCP)

cloud data and therefore there is no feedback from cloud.

It is found that in that version of the model the variability of sea surface temperature

( SST) in the t ropical region is not so reasonable. Fig. 1a show s the geographic distribut ions

of the standard deviat ion of the SST. It can be seen that the variations of SST in the eastern
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Fig. 1. Geographic distributions of the standard deviation of monthly mean SST from ( a) pre

scribed cloud, ( b) diagnosed cloud integration and ( c) the difference between the prescribed and di

agnosed cloud run. Unit: K.

equatorial Pacif ic is weak, only about 0. 4o C; how ever, in the western equatorial Pacific,

there is a very st rong maximum of SST variat ion near 165oE, up to 1. 1oC. This pattern of

the variat ion is obviously not reasonable. One cause may be due to the lack of cloud feedback

in this version of the model. Therefore, we would like to know whether the inclusion of cloud

feedback may reduce signif icant ly the SST variat ion in the w estern equatorial Pacif ic and fur

ther, if possible, increase the SST variation in the eastern Pacific.

A diagnosed cloud scheme is then developed and implemented into the model. In the fol

lowing, the diagnosed cloud scheme will be presented f irst ly and then its simulation is com

pared with the ISCCP cloud data. The cloud feedback on the SST variations and the mecha

nism for the feedback w ill be explored. This is done mainly by comparing the results from the

tw o versions of the model, that is, one w ith the prescribed cloud cover and another w ith the

diagnosed cloud.

In this paper, only the effect of w ater cloud is considered in the model, that is, the ef

fect of cirrus is not included yet.

II. DIAGNOSED CLOUD SCHEME AND ITS VALIDAT ION

1. T he Scheme

Of the conditions required for the cloud formation, the relative humidity is believed to be

the most important factor ( Smagorinsky, 1960) . For the marine stratus clouds, the temper

ature inversion may be another crucial one ( Slingo, 1980) . T herefore, the diagnosed cloud

scheme used in the model is based on the relative humidity and temperature inversion.

T he basic principles of the scheme are as follows:
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T he relative hum idity is considered as the principal factor in evaluating cloud cover.

Cloud is not dist inguished into convective and non- convective ones.

Considering the previous observat ional and model studies ( Slingo, 1980, 1987; Xu and

Krueger, 1991) , w e choose a quadrat ic formula to diagnose the cloud cover from the relative

humidity.

T he thresholds of relat ive humidity at each layer are based on the suggest ion of Xu and

Krueger ( 1991) . These values increase from the upper to low er part of the t roposphere and

the values are adjusted to get a best simulated total cloud cover, especially in the t ropical re

g ion. At the moment, no cloud is allow ed to form in the highest two model layers 1, 2 and

the lowest model layer 9, that is, = 0. 0089, = 0. 074 and = 0. 991 respect ively.

T he effect of vert ical velocity is included, that is, no cloud is allow ed to ex ist under

strong subsidence.

T he low marine stratus cloud associated w ith trade w ind inversion is included because of

it s importance in air- sea interaction. We take the scheme of Slingo ( 1980) to parameterize

it , mainly considering the simulated st rength of the inversion in our model.

For the cloud w ater path ( CWP) , here w e parameterize it in terms of the form of decay

exponent ially with height , as used in CCM3. This formula roughly represents the real situa

t ion.

T he follow ing are the procedures for evaluat ing the cloud cover and w ater path:

a) Cloud cover, A 1, under the condition of RH > RH C

RH C( ) =

0. 60 = 3, 4

0. 78 = 5, 6

0. 85 = 7, 8

(1)

A 1 =

RH - RH C( )

1 - RH C( )

2

< 0

C -

C

RH - RH C( )

1 - RH C( )

2

0 ! ! C

0 > C

(2)

where C is chosen as 50 hPa/ day, and i is the sigma value of each layer, w ith the index i

starting f rom the top.

b) Low marine stratus cloud, A 2, under the inversion condit ion ( only over ocean)

Inversion condit ion:

 
p min

= min
 
p

7

,
 
p

8

! - 0. 07 K/ hPa (3)

A 2 =

- 16.67
 
p min

- 1. 167 RH b > 0. 8

- 16. 67
 
p min

- 1. 167  1-
0.8- RH b

0. 2
0. 6 ! RH b ! 0. 8

0 RH b < 0. 6

(4)
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where RH b is the relative humidity at the cloud base ( = 8) .

T he combined low cloud covers ( = 7, 8) are given by

A L =
A 2 if

 
p min

! - 0. 07 K/ hPa

A 1 otherwise
(5)

c) Cloud Water Path is determined according to

CWP ( k ) = ∀
z

k+ 1

z
k

A # exp(- z / h l ) dz , (6)

where hl= 700  ln 1+ ∀
p s

p
t

q
dp
g , and the parameter A is specif ied as 0. 05 gm

- 3
, w hich is

selected based on the data of SSM / I and GRODY ( Chen et al. , 1996) .

T he type of cloud is assigned roughly according to heights, that is:

Altostratus ( As) = 3, 4

Stratus ( St) = 5, 6 (7)

Cumulus ( Cu) = 7, 8

T he cirrus does not exist in the model and so it is not considered in the high cloud.

For the purpose of diagnosis, the total cloud cover is calculated by assuming that cloud

is random overlapped in all the vert ical layers in w hich there are clouds. On the other hand,

the overlapping of high, m iddle, and low clouds is calculated for the highest, m iddle, and

low est two layers respectively.

2. Val idat ion

In the follow ing, the cloud cover and outgoing long w ave radiat ion ( OLR) simulated

from an Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project ( AM IP) run of the AGCM component

are compared w ith observational data. Fig. 2 show s the simulated zonally averaged total

cloud cover fract ion for January and July, averaged for the ten AM IP years (1979- 1988) and

the corresponding ones from ISCCP data. It can be seen that the peak values w ithin the t ropi

cal reg ion for both months are captured. The model also simulates the peak values at both

Fig. 2. Zonal- mean total cloud cover fraction of the AMIP run and ISCCP data for ( a) January

and ( b) July. T he dashed line is for ISCCP data.
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Fig. 3. The global distribution of total cloud cover fraction of the AM IP run for ( a) January and

( b) July, averaged for the ten years. ( c) January and ( d) July climatology of ISCCP. Unit: per

centage ( %) , contour interval: 20.

Fig. 4. ( a) January and ( b) July mean global distribution of outgoing long wave radiation ( OLR)

of the AMIP run and ( c) January and ( d) July mean OLR from the NCEP/ NCAR reanalyses for

1979- 1988. U nit: W/ m2.
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hem ispheric midlat itudes during the w inter t ime, which is related to the storm- track, al

though they are underest imated somewhat compared to the observation. During the summer

time, how ever, the simulated cloud cover at the northern m id- lat itudes is out of phase w ith

the observed one. It should be pointed out that in the ISCCP data, the cloud cover at midlat i

tudes of the two hemispheres may be overest imated, in contrast to other data sets, e. g. ,

N IM BUS- 7 data ( Stow e et al. , 1989) .

T he geographic dist ribution of total cloud cover f ract ion is g iven in Fig. 3. A major

point is that the zonal pat tern over the tropical reg ion is simulated reasonably in both January

and July. The major high values over the warm pool of the w estern Pacif ic, off the coast of

Somali, cent ral Africa and northern South America as w ell as the low value over the eastern

Pacific are all w ell simulated. In July, the northw ard extension of cloud cover over Southeast

Asia is simulated reasonably.

T he simulated OLR is compared w ith the corresponding one determined from NCEP/

NCAR reanalysis in F ig. 4. It can be seen that the patterns of shaded ( maximum) and un

shaded ( minimum) regions are basically in agreement betw een the model and the observa

t ion. The northward extension of low OLR over India, southeastern Asia and the w estern

Pacific is also reasonably simulated in July.

T herefore, the diagnosed cloud scheme can simulate basically the main characteristics of

cloud in the observational data, especially in the t ropical reg ion.

III. CLOUD FEEDBACK ON SST ANOMALY

T he geographic dist ributions of the standard deviation of the SST anomaly for the diag

nost ic cloud ( DC) integration is shown in Fig. 1b. A signif icant fact is that the maximum of

SST variation near 165
o
E is reduced evidently, now only up to 0. 6

o
C. Therefore, the intro

ducing of diagnost ic cloud indeed has st rong ∃ negat ive feedback% on the amplitude of SST

variability in the western Pacific. On the other hand, the cloud does not have significant im

pact on the SST variat ion in the eastern Pacific.

T o get more details of this feedback, the SST anomaly averaged over the western equa

torial Pacif ic region of 157. 5 & 172. 5oE, 4oN & 4o S, where the standard deviat ion of SST

reaches its maximum, is show n in Figs. 5a and 5b for the tw o runs. Here, the ∃ anomaly% is

defined as the deviation f rom the monthly mean climatology obtained from the average of the

45 year integrat ion. It can be seen that in addition to the much depressed amplitude of SST

variability in the DC case, another interesting point is that the variat ion of the SST anomaly

is moved onto much shorter t ime- scale in the DC case compared w ith the PC case. From the

pow er spect ra of the SST anomalies ( Figs. 5c and 5d) , it can be clearly seen that the SST

variability is mainly of interdecadal t ime scale of the periods of 7 and 20 years in the PC case.

T here is almost no signif icant interannual variability of SST . This is not realist ic because the

interannual variability is dominant there in the observat ions. In the DC case, how ever, the

situat ion is quite different . It can be seen that the spect ral pow er density w ith the inter

decadal t ime scale is much reduced. In other w ords, the SST anomaly is much decreased on

the interdecadal time scale. On the other hand, the SST anomaly becomes now much signif i

cant on the interannual t ime scale, e. g. , the period of 3 years. The spect ral pow er density at

that period is up to 8% .

T he above results demonstrate clearly that the feedback of cloud can greatly reduce the

interdecadal variability of SST and g reat ly increase the interannual variability over the west

ern equatorial Pacif ic region.
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Fig. 5. Time evolut ion of SST anomaly averaged over the region of 157. 5 & 172. 5oE, 4oN& 4oS for

the 45 years for ( a) prescribed and (b) diagnostic cloud run. U nit: K. T he power spectra for ( a) and

( b) are shown in ( c) and ( d) respect ively. T he vert ical coordinate in ( c) and ( d) is the spectral power

density and the dashed line is the corresponding spectrum of red noise.

IV. EXPLANATION FOR THE FEEDBACK

1. Discussion of H eat Balance at Sea Surf ace

A quest ion is w hat mechanism is responsible for the cloud feedback on variability of

SST . According to the heat balance equat ion for SST, the related factors are: advect ion by

currents, upw elling/ dow nw elling in ocean, latent and sensible heat fluxes at surface, net

short- and long- wave radiat ion fluxes at sea surface, as well as vertical dif fusion.

a) Current advect ion and upwelling/ dow nwelling

T he current advect ion associated w ith w esterly wind anomaly in the w estern equatorial

Pacific can be found in most observed El Nino events and the w esterly w ind anomaly accom

panies the SST anomaly ( Cao , 1993) . T he effect of advect ion by currents is found to be
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Fig. 6 . T ime evolu tion of anomaly of ( a) SST, ( b) zonal w ind and ( c) vertical velocity at the inter

face between the top layer and second layer in ocean, the tendencies of SST due to ( d )

upwelling/ downwelling, ( e) latent heat flux and ( f) net SW flux for the prescr ibed cloud run over the

region of 157. 5 & 172. 5
o
E, 4

o
N & 4

o
S. U nits: w ind: ms; vertical velocity: m/ day, positive for

upward; all tendencies: 0. 01 K/ day; laten t heat flux: positive for upward.

comparable w ith the latent heat flux and short- w ave radiation flux in the upper ocean heat

budget from observation ( Cronin et al. , 1997) . In the current CGCM, however, the contri

bution f rom the current advect ion is much smaller than that from the upwelling/ dow nw elling

in the surface layer of ocean in the western Pacific near the equator ( not show n) . This is, of

course, a systemat ic bias of the model.

b) Latent and sensible heat f lux .

T he latent heat flux is a major way to ex tract water vapor and heat f rom the ocean into

atmosphere and it is also important for the variability of SST . Increase of latent heat f lux may

also cause increase of cloud amount. However, impacts of cloud on the latent heat flux seem

not as direct as on the SW flux and may be more complex . For the sensible heat f lux , many

observat ional and modeling studies demonstrate that it is much smaller than the latent heat

flux and can be neglected over the equatorial oceans.

c) Surface Short wave ( SW) and Long w ave( LW) flux.

T he SW flux arrived at surface is strongly influenced by clouds. Cloud can reflect most

part of incident SW flux . On the other hand, how ever, cloud∋s impact on the net LW flux at
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 except for the diagnostic cloud run.

surface is much weaker than the SW flux in the w estern Pacific in the model. It is found that

the variability of net LW flux at surface is about 5 W/ m2, only about 13 of SW flux at surface

( not show n) . This has been confirmed by some observations, e. g. , Cronin et al. ( 1997) .

T herefore, the upw elling/ dow nw elling, latent heat flux, and SW flux are the most im

portant factors to the SST tendency in the model. In the follow ing, we w ill mainly focus on

the mechanism of SW flux feedback on the SST tendency.

2. Prescr ibed Cloud Case

Fig. 6 show s the t ime- evolut ion of the anomalies of ( a) SST , ( b) zonal w ind and ( c)

vertical velocity at the interface betw een the top layer and the second layer in ocean, the cool

ing/ heating rates due to ( d) upw elling/ downwelling, ( e) latent heat flux and ( f ) net SW

flux over the same reg ion as in Fig. 5. For a bet ter display, only the years 32- 41 are show n

here. We take the period of the years 34- 38 for discussions, w hich is a w arm episode. It

can be seen that during the period, the w ind anomaly goes to w esterly. As the wind anomaly

goes to westerly, the vert ical velocity anomaly becomes negative, that is, dow nw ard in

creased correspondingly. This in turn tends to increase the SST.

On the other hand, the latent heat flux tends to off set the effect of downwelling w ith a

lag of a few months. It can be seen that this is the only negative feedback to the ef fect of

dow nw elling due to lack of feedback from the SW flux. In this case, the warm episode lasts
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Fig. 8. Time evolut ion of the regionally averaged anomaly of ( a) net SW flux, ( b) high, ( c) middle,

and ( d) low cloud cover for the diagnostic cloud run. Unit: SW: W/ m2, posit ive for downward.

longer t ime, about 3 years.

3. I nteracti ve Cloud Case

For the diagnostic case ( Fig. 7) , w e take the period of years 36- 37, w hen a st rong w arm

event of SST occurs, as an example. Again it can be seen that the wind anomaly goes to w ester

ly during the period. The vert ical velocity anomaly is therefore negat ive, that is, dow nw ard

increased. Correspondingly, the anomalous downw elling results in increasing of SST .

On the other hand, the heat ing rate due to latent heat also tends to offset the effect of

dow nw elling again w ith a lag of a few months. The negative feedback from the SW flux is

now signif icant and of comparable magnitude to the latent heat flux. This demonst rates that

the feedback from the SW flux may be a very important factor for the cloud feedback on the

SST variability.

T o reveal the relat ion between the SW flux feedback and cloud variability, the t ime evo

lut ion of the regionally averaged anomaly of ( a) SW flux, ( b) high- , ( c) middle- , and

( d) low- cloud cover fraction is show n in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the SW flux has signif i

cant negat ive correlat ion w ith all of the three cloud covers. T he highest correlat ion coeff icient

is - 0. 83 for the m iddle cloud. So, the SW flux variability is indeed closely related to the

variability of cloud cover, especially the middle one.

4. Discussion

It can be seen by comparing Figs. 6 and 7 that the w ind anomaly, upw elling / down

welling and latent heat flux all have corresponding changes due to the included cloud feedback, that

is, their interannual variat ions are increased. How ever, it is diff icult to tell whether these

factors are also responsible for the cloud feedback on the SST variability due to the complexity
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of the problem. Therefore, the surface SW feedback due to inclusion of cloud feedback may

be only one of the important mechanisms for the cloud feedback on the SST variability.

T he cloud feedback, how ever, may increase the variability of atmospheric circulat ion

even w ithout the feedback of SST. This may get some support of the follow ing fact . The

correlat ion coefficient between the SST anomaly and surface divergence/ zonal w ind anomaly

of atmosphere is up to - 0. 53/ + 0. 85 in the prescribed cloud situation, but it is reduced to

only - 0. 34/ + 0. 56 in the diagnostic cloud situat ion. That means that the relationship be

tween SST and surface w ind is much reduced in the DC case.

V. CONCLUSION

T wo versions of the GOALS/ LASG model, one w ith the prescribed cloud and another

w ith the diagnosed cloud, are compared to study the cloud feedback on SST variability in the

tropical area, especially on interannual/ interdecadal t ime scale. It is found that in the pre

scribed cloud case, the SST variability of the w estern equatorial Pacific is mainly of inter

decadal t ime scale. In the interact ive cloud case, how ever, the amplitude of the interdecadal

SST variability is depressed much and the interannual SST variability becomes much signif i

cant in this region. This suggests that cloud feedback can result in signif icant increase of in

terannual variability of SST there.

It is further explored that the variability of SST in the w estern equatorial Pacific is

mainly controlled by the zonal w ind anomaly, through the process of upwelling/ dow nwelling.

In the diagnosed cloud case, the SW flux acts significant ly to balance the ef fect of upwelling/

dow nw elling in addit ion to the latent flux. T he variability of SW flux is closely related to the

variability of cloud cover, especially the middle and high clouds.

T herefore, it may be concluded that the cloud feedback has signif icant impacts on the

SST variability in the western equatorial Pacific at both interannual and interdecadal time

scales, and the surface SW flux feedback has signif icant contribut ion to the cloud feedback.
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